
Heidelberg Goes SaaS

Prinect Production Manager

Value Package

Production Manager

Monthly Plans Your Benefits
Small start-up fee

Plan    400 SQM 

Plan    600 SQM

Plan 1,000 SQM

Full access to the Prinect suite!

* Example based on Commercial workflow
* An active internet connection is required.
* Delivered and installed within metro area.
* Servers and workstations not included
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And so much more… now up to 50% off on start-up fee,

up to 30% off on monthly fee & free 3 months!



Heidelberg Goes SaaS

Value Added Features

Gang Printing
Nesting multiple jobs on one print sheet with the click
of a button resulting in plate savings, less print runs
and higher print efficiency.

Multicolor
Simulate spot colors using a 7 color print process
resulting in less washup times, less ink inventory and
higher job throughput.

Paper Stretch Compensation
Allows you to compensate for mis-registration in print
due to paper stretch resulting in improved register,
less job rejections and better quality.

Packaging Design
Easy creation of carton boxes using resizable designs
with the ability to simulate 3D, control plotters and
create optimized nested sheets.

Scheduling
Scheduler allows you to plan the entire job process on
an integrated scheduling board and allow real time job
tracking and transparency.

Analyze Point
Remotely monitor your production and get real time
job updates, good and waste sheet values, job start
and finish, time sheets and OEE.

Smart Automation
Automated workflow for standard jobs resulting in
uniform output, less chance of mistakes, higher
productivity and job throughput.

Hybrid Workflow
One workflow for offset and digital print with the
advantage of data integrity, color sync and a floating
switch to easily toggle between the technologies.
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Heidelberg Goes SaaS

Value Added Features

Object Screening
Security feature that adds value to your print jobs.
Grants the ability to encode a specific object with a
different screening from the rest of the sheet.

Portal Upload
Convenient web platform to upload pdf files directly
into the production workflow thus saving
administrative efforts and sales visits.

Ink Saving
Smart ink saving technology that reduces the use of
CMY inks and substitutes with K while preserving
original color and reducing drying times.

Versioning
Save on plates and job preparation time for
complicated multi language or versioned jobs. Split a
job’s common elements from its variable.

Online Approval
Easy online approvals of print jobs with secure ripped
files in 150 or 300 dpi resolution. Saves time and cost
of inkjet or machine proofing.

Job Tracking
Real time job tracking and progress updates for every
job in a convenient web portal accessible by computer
or tablet with the printshop or outside.

ISO Certification
Achieve the highest level of print standardization,
consistency and repeatability with ISO 12647-2 and
open doors to new business opportunities.

Presetting
Maximize your press time and reduce make ready
efforts with precision presetting, allowing you to
reach the first sellable sheet as soon as possible.
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